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Jail key to immigrants’ handling
INMATE HANDOVER » Debate erupts over policy of
giving release dates to federal enforcement agency
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

It all starts with a fingerprint.
A blue-gloved correctional
officer presses the thumb, fingers and palm of every inmate
booked into the Sonoma County Jail onto a glass plate, transmitting the digitized prints into

databases that track people with
criminal histories and previous
contacts with law enforcement.
For undocumented immigrants booked into the jail, the
biometric data triggers a process that could abruptly end
their local criminal court case
and put them in the hands of
U.S. Immigration and Customs

COLLEGE
AS A REFUGE

Enforcement, or ICE, for civil
deportation proceedings.
The jail is at the center of the
role Sonoma County law enforcement plays in immigration
enforcement. In many ways it’s
the worst place to end up for the
estimated 30,000 people in Sonoma County unauthorized to live
in the United States.
“There is a lot of fear that
exists within the immigrant
TURN TO JAIL » PAGE A11

SRJC board may
make the college
a ‘safe haven’ for
immigrants / A3
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An individual is
fingerprinted
by a Sonoma
County sheriff’s
deputy on
Thursday in
Santa Rosa.

MEASURE A » PUSH TO FUND REGULATIONS

County cannabis tax
heading to voters
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“All of a sudden, you are faced
with a real moral dilemma,”
says Virginia lawmaker Gerald
Connolly on civil servants who
work for leaders they oppose.

Civil
servants
wrestle
with fear
Many feel threatened by
talk of cutbacks, changes
in mission at agencies
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR
AND ERIC LICHTBLAU
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Across the
vast federal bureaucracy, Donald Trump’s arrival in the White
House has spread anxiety, frustration, fear and resistance
among many of the 2 million
nonpolitical civil servants who
say they work for the public, not
a particular president.
At the EnviSUPPORTING ronmental ProA PRESIDENT tection Agency,
a group of sciTrump adviser
entists strateforged his conservative identity gized this past
about
while immersed week
how to slowin community
walk Trump’s
of liberal neighenvironmental
bors / B1
orders without
being fired.
At the Treasury Department,
civil servants are quietly gathering information about whistleblower protections as they
polish their résumés.
At the United States Digital
Service — the youthful cadre of
employees who left jobs at Google, Facebook or Microsoft to
join the Obama administration
— workers are debating how
to stop Trump should he want
to use the databases they made
more efficient to target specific
immigrant groups.
“It’s almost a sense of dread,
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CANNABIS-BASED PRODUCERS: Cannabis-infused oils are stored Friday in a refrigerator at Aunt Zelda’s in Bodega Bay. Measure A, which seeks to create a cannabis
business tax to cover the cost of rolling out regulations for manufacturers such Aunt Zelda’s, is the only countywide issue in the March 7 special election.

Officials say business levy critical, but those in industry call it excessive
March 7 election, and mail-in votes
are already being cast.
An approved tax, at the proposed
initial rates would generate $6.3 milegalizing marijuana in Callion a year from cannabis businesses
ifornia was the easy part,
outside city limits. County officials
given the cultural swing toward
say the funding is critical to usher
acceptance of the long-outlawed
the pot industry out of the legal
drug. Figuring out how to pay for
Mara Gordon
shadows.
regulation of the booming cannabis
Founder of Aunt Zelda’s,
industry, however, could prove more
“Let’s legalize, let’s regulate and
a cannabis product manufacturer
problematic in Sonoma County and
let’s tax,” said Shirlee Zane, the Board
in Bodega Bay
statewide.
of Supervisors chairwoman. “They all
A cannabis business tax, proposed
come together, like it or not.”
by the Board of Supervisors to cover the cost of
If the tax fails to win majority support, however,
implementing regulations for the newly recognized
county officials say they will have to abandon a
crop, will go before voters countywide in three
July 1 startup date for accepting cannabis business
weeks in a special election that is causing angst
permit applications, a step that could cost pot operaamong the people who depend on marijuana for
tors the chance to get in line for state permits at the
their livelihood.
Measure A is the only countywide issue in the
TURN TO CANNABIS » PAGE A10

By GUY KOVNER
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MEASURE A
AT A GLANCE
■ The only countywide
issue in the March 7 special election, which will
cost the county $400,000.
■ A business tax, paid
by cultivators and manufacturers, to initially
generate $6.3 million
annually to cover cost
of implementing regulations for the crop.
■ If the tax fails, the
July 1 start date for
accepting applications for
cannabis business permits may be abandoned.
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For decades, foster father
a lifeline for dying children

Mohamed
Bzeek, 62,
is a quiet,
religious man
who wants his
terminally ill
foster daughter
to know she’s
not alone in
this life. “The
key is, you have
to love them
like your own,”
he says.

By HAILEY BRANSON-POTTS
LOS ANGELES TIMES
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LOS ANGELES — The children were
going to die.
Mohamed Bzeek knew that. But in his
more than two decades as a foster father,
he took them in anyway — the sickest of
the sick in Los Angeles County’s sprawling foster care system.
He has buried about 10 children. Some

RUNNING FOR DREW: Crowd turns out for Love
Run in support of scholarship fund honoring
Healdsburg MIT student killed last year / A3

died in his arms.
Now, Bzeek spends long days and
sleepless nights caring for a bedridden
6-year-old foster girl with a rare brain
defect. She’s blind and deaf. She has daily seizures. Her arms and legs are paralyzed.
Bzeek, a quiet, devout Libyan-born
Muslim who lives in Azusa, just wants
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